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Abstract

This paper discusses design philosophies and technology needs for the power management and distribution (PMAD)
portion of a lunar base power system. A process is described whereby mission planners may proceed from a
knowledge of the PMAD functions and mission performance requirements to a definition of design options and
technology needs. Current research efforts at the NASA Lewis Research Center to meet the PMAD system needs for
a lunar base are described. Based on the requirements, the lunar base PMAD is seen as best being accomplished by a
utility like system, although with some additional demands including autonomous operation and scheduling and

accurate, predictive modeling during the design process.

INTRODUCTION

The power management and distribution If'MAD) portion of any power system performs critical, yet subtle tasks.
It takes the power from the source, conditions it as necessary, and moves it to the load reliably and safely. Its exact
form is very much dependent on interfaces with other subsystems. What form is the output source power? How

much power is to be lransported? What level of reliability and quality is required by the user? These and many other
detailed questions must be answered before the PMAD subsystem can be designed.

During the mission planning phase, it is difficult to discuss possible PMAD designs because the detailed
requirements and subsystem interfaces are not known. This is the current situation with the lunar base: only general
requirements have been developed. These general requirements must be used to define the performance of the lunar
PMAD system so possible designs and technology needs can be considered. One way to do this is to first define the
functions of the PMAD system, then consider the requirements the system must meet, then determine the
implications of the requirements on the PMAD functions. Once the performance of the PMAD functions has been
determined, possible designs and associated technology needs can be discussed.

Observations of the Space Station Freedom (SSF) PMAD functions and requirements can be used to help define the
PMAD performance for the lunar base. The SSF has a large distributed power system with many users, a long life,
and the capacity for future growth. We believe the lunar base power system will have many similar characteristics
but with added challenges including: higher power levels, higher launch costs, larger physical size, longer eclipse
periods, longer base to ground communication times, and a harsher operating environment.
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FIGURE 1. Block Diagram of PMAD Functions.



PMAD FUNCTIONS

The PMAD system is responsible for delivering the power from the source and storage devices to the loads. This

requires several functions as seen in Figure 1 and explained in Table 1. These functions were previously derived by

Kenny et at. (1990) based on a utility-type system such as the Space Station Freedom. However, these functions

could be used to describe all space PMAD systems by varying the extent to which each function is performed. For

example, in smaller spacecraft, the Wansmission portion would not be very complex since the source is close to the

load and the power being moved is small. On the lunar base, however, there will be a significant transmission

function because the source and loads may be separated by kilometers with hundreds of kilowatts to transfer.

TABLE 1. Description of PMAD Functions.

Gmedc PMAD Funclions Descr_llon

Source Power Conditioningand Control

StoragePower Conditioningand Control

Interconneclions

Transmission

Distribution

Load Power Conditioningand Control

System Health Monitoringand Control

Regulatesthe sourceelectricaloutputand convertsit intoa form desiredfor
transmission

Convertsand controlsthestorage electrical inputand output tothe requiredvalues

Allowsdifferentsource and source/storagecombinationsto be connectedto the main
busor transmission system

Transportsthe powerfrom the sourceto a "loadcenter'. May be at highervoltage

Transportsthe power at a lowervoltagefrom or withina load center to the user
interfaces

Convertsthe power to a form and qualityrequiredbythe user (thisfunction is often
performedbythe user)
Monitors and controlsthe overallsystem including fault deteclJon,isolation,

recovery,andrepair, and mayalso include loadschedulingon largersystems

REOUIREMENTS

There is a minimum set of requirements that must be known before the performance of the PMAD functions can

bedefined. When the values of these requirements are known, we believe it is possible to establish the PMAD

system performance to the extent that a general discussion of PMAD design possibilities can begin. Table 2 shows

the minimum list of requirements and the associated lunar base values.

TABLE 2. PMAD Requirements.

R_uirerr,,ents Definition LL_arBaseValues

SystemReliability

"*Survivabi_

Lifetime

SystemSafety

SourceType

SourceSize

SourceGrowth

EnergyStorage

PowerOuality

Size ofPlatform

ExpectedLoads

Flexibility

Environment

Availabi_ ofpowertoany Man-rated
givenload

'1-b,rdness"todeliberatehostile Norequirements
actions

Timesystemmustoperate 30+years"

Proteclionof personnel,equipment,expedments,and Man-rated
environmentduringnormaloperationandfailures

Energysource&powergeneratingmethod ,%]arA_y for1st75 kw,SP-100withdynamicconve_on forrest(Petriet.al. 1990)

Amountof electricalpower Three25 kwmodulesofsolararray,100kwthen450kwofdynamicruclear{Petriet.al. 1990)
generatedbysource

Growthofgeneratingcapacity

Storageforeclipse,backup,or peaking

Refersto tolerancesofoperatingparameters:
frequency,voltage,harrnon_s,etc.

Distancepowermustbetransferred

Comparisonofpowerrequiredbyloads
to powergenerated

Adaptabilityofsystemtonewloads

Wherethesystemmustoperate

Day:25 kwto75 kwto 175kwto725kwover10to20 years(Petriet.al. 1990)

RegenerativeFuelCellsforthefirst37.5kw(Petrist al. 1990)

Notwelldefined,probablylowEMI,regulated(utilitylikestandards)"

Kilometersfromnuclearsourcestobads,hundredsofmetersfromsdar arraysto loads

Largenumber,diverse,totalconnectedloadismuchgreaterthansoumecapability"

Loadsand loadcenterswillchangeoverlife,In-SituResourceUtilizationplantmaygrow

Mustoperateandbedeployedonthelunarsurface(dust,radiation,vacuum)

"Ar,,sun_dsimilarreq._ernentstoSpace5_atio_Freedom
"Typlca_yaDepld Defensareq_err_ ar_:lwi#notbecor_erKIlurlwhere
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Some of the requirements presented are assumed based on anticipated similarities with the Space Station Freedom
(SSF). For the lifetime requirement, the SSF is expected to be capable of operating indefinitely, although 30 years
is used as a design life for life cycle cost calculations (Thomas et al. 1990). Plans for the lunar base power growth
only extend 10-20 years (Petri et al. 1990), but it is reasonable to expect _: indefinite life for the lunar base also.

It is important to distinguish between requirements and design solutions. Some requirements have led to such
standard solutions that the design is confused with the requirement. An example is the reliability requirement. One
solution often used is to make a component or function redundant to meet reliability requirements. It is not the
redundancy that the system requires, but the reliability. How that reliability is achieved is a design choice; perhaps
many designs would satisfy the requirements. Discriminators, such as cost or technology maturity, should determine
which design is used.

Certainly, many more details of the requirements must be known to completely design the PMAD system. These
requirements, however, are enough to establish the general performance of the PMAD functions. This is described in
the next section.

FUNCTION PERFORMANCE

The values of the requirements in Table 2 begin to define the necessary performance of the PMAD system. A
summary of the function performances resulting from the requirements is given in Table 3. By looking at the major
requirements which impact function performance, one can see some general performance characteristics in each
function and can begin to discuss design options. This type of analysis also shows the heavy demands placed on the
PMAD functions by the lunar base requirements, more so than in previous space power systems.

Some requirements have a major impact on all the functions, some impact only a few. Lifetime, for example,
impacts all the functions mainly through a maintenance or repairability feature. For the lunar base to operate
indefinitely, maintenance and repair of all functions must be possible. Maintenance and repairability are new features
for space systems (with the exception of the SSF). In previous space systems, where maintenance and repair were
not possible, an extended operational life could be achieved by redundancy. Instead of repairing or replacing a failed
component, a spare one could be used.

Environment also impacts all the functions: the PMAD system will have to operate in the dust, radiation,
temperature extremes and 14 day eclipse period of the lunar surface. In addition, it will have to be constructed or
deployed on the lunar surface. For the distribution function, inside one of the habitats or laboratories, construction
may not be too difficult because much of the interior wiring could be accomplished prior to launch. But for the
functions occurring on the surface, such as the transmission, deployment and construction will have to occur at the
site. Any necessary tools to deploy the equipment must be considered as part of a proposed design. Again, this is
an unusual requirement for space systems; most are integrated and assembled before being hunched.

Other requirements, on the other hand, do not impact all of the functions. The "expected loads" requirement, for
example, impacts only the distribution and control functions of the PMAD system. The distribution system must
be designed to provide power to a multitude of loads, and the health monitoring and control system must allow the
users to efficiently share the available power. Except for Space Station Freedom, a space power system with many
more connected loads than available source power is also unusual CKenny et al. 1990). Typical satellite systems
have loads that essentially match the available source power.

Transmission, interconnection, and distribution are functions accomplished through a system architecture.
Requirements that impact architecture decisions are system reliability, system growth, and flexibility. For
reliability, the architecture must provide alternate means of moving power from the sources to the loads. For growth
and flexibility, the architecture must handle new sources coming on line and changes in power requirements of loads
and load centers.

There can be many arguments about the details of Table 3 and the extent to which each requirement impacts a given
function. We present it as a tool to help define the PMAD system performance at this early stage in planning for
lunar mission. Design options and technology challenges can now be discussed in light of the function

performances identified.
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TABLE 3. Required Function Performances.

_nclton PrimaryReaulreme_s thJ ReoulredFunctionPerlormance
_e Pedormanoa

mJroa Ix_ercondlbning Lifetime Mustbemaintainable

sou_Type
solm:s Size

 q.amy

Protection/isolationof sourceand systemduringfaultcondiUons
Controlof source'soutpot:amountand form(voltage,frequency)

Appropriatesizeof powerconditioningequipment
Convertssourceoutputpowerintotransmissionformwithintolerances

En_ Mustbe to.ant of lunarcondtfonssuchas dust,redatJon,and temperatureextremas

.System_ Mustinterconnectsources&storagesoif oneiails,othersare available
In_ Lifetime Mainteinebleandflexible,able toconnectto newsources&storagedevices

syltem solely Failureofoneinterconnecteddevice doesnotaffectotherdevicesor the system

source Type

souroa Sm

sourc, Growth

Enme/Stor_e
Flexlbil_

Mustconnectdifferentsources,or differenttypesof sources,wi_ stability
Approl_atesizeof switch(jear,cables,eto

Mustaccomodateadditionalsourceswhilemaintainingstabll_

Fuelcellsandelect_lyzersmustbe5ed intotransmissionsystem
Mustbeflexibleto handlereroutingofpower(ifnewloadcen_ isbuilt)

EnMror_ Mustbe tolerantof lunarconditionssuchas dust,radiation,and temperatureex_'emes
Lifetime Mustbemaintainable

Moragepewer¢ondRionlng system solely Proteclbn/isolationof fuelcell,elecboly'zer,andsystemduringfault conditions

EnergyStorage Fuelcelloutput andela_oiyzar inputinterfacedtotransmissionsystem

Powerquamy
En_ronmml

SystemRellal_lity
Lifetime

SourceSize

,_ Growth

Poworgual_
Slze of Platform

Fuelcellande,lectrolyzerinterfacesdonot causeout of tolerancedisto_ons

Symm,,,n a  y

Mustbe tolerant oflunarconditionssuchas dust,radiation,and temperatureextremes

Architecturemustallowdifferentavenuesof routingpower

A_!!__to reroutepowerformaintenanceor new loadcenters,maintainable
Mustnotinterferewith surfaceacSvitJesor personnel

Considera_n ofb'ansrnisslonvoltage &frequencydependingon source output

Appropriatesizeofswitchgearand cables

Mustbe designed tohandleex_'apower
Lownoisesystem,mustnot radiateor receiveoutsidenoise

Musttransmitpowertodis_buSonpoints

FbxlbHity Musthavecapabilityto remutepower
Environment Mustbe tolerantof lunarconditions andnotinterferewithsurfaceactNities

Architecturemustallowdifferentavenuesof routingpower

LHotime

System Safety
Abili_ to reroutepower formaintenanceor newloads,maintainable

Proteddonof personneland equipmentduringfault conditions

PowerqualRy Lownoisesystem,mustnotradiateor receiveoutsidenoise
ExpectedLoads Loadsmustsharepower

Flexibility

dlstdbuUon

k_d powermrRJon_

systembeam1
monltodn9&control

Erm_lrmnt

Llfe41me

System Safety

Powerquality
Environment

SystemReliability

Abilitytodeliver to differenttypes&sizesof loads
Lessimpactif located"indoors',butmusttoleratepossibledepressurization

Mustbemaintehable
Protection/isola_nof experimentsand loads

Mustnot putnoise/harmonicsbackonthe distributionsystem

Less impactif located"indoors',butmusttoleratepossibledepressurization

Mustbeableto detect laults,possibly inciP_t ones.& directreroutingof power

Faultdetection, isoia_n, recovery& repair, self-healing

Powersystemcontinuesto operatesafelyand reliablyduri.ng,controlsystemfailure

Source Type Monitorssourceoutputs,reactsifoutoftolerances (reconfiguresordisconnects)
Source_ Mustmonitoravailable power

SourceGrowth Mustmonitorincreasednumberof sources&scheduleincreasedavailablepower

EnergyStorage Fuelcelland electrolyzermonitored_ storage&release¢onb'oiled

Powerquality Measuresparameters&flagsproblems

Size of Platform Healthrno_itoringand contToldistributedoverthe base

• ExpectedLoad=
Flexibility

Mustmeasuremanyloads'powerusage,musthave proiritylistof loads

Mustbe able to adjustvoltage&currentoutof tolerance trippoints

Environment Mustbe tolerantof lunarconditions suchas dust,radiation,and.temperatureextremes
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DESIGN OPTIONS

In addition to performing all the ftnctions as described in Table 3, the lu_base PMAD design must provide a low
system mass. The cost to launch payload to the lunar surface is currently estimated to be between $80,000/kg and
$100,000/kg which is approximately ten times the cost to launch to low earth orbit (Brandhorst 1988). The system
mass must therefore be an important consideration in the proposed designs. However, the lowest PMAD mass does
not necessarily imply the lowest system mass. If more mass in the PMAD subsystem leads to a more efficient
delivery and use of power, that means less power must be generated at the source, and less energy must be radiated
away as heat. Thus the PMAD design with the lowest system mass may not be the PMAD design with the lowest
PMAD mass.

With the exception of low mass, the terrestrial utility system has been successfully meeting many similar
requirements for almost one hundred years. The terrestrial electric utility system is a good analog for an initial
design of a lunar PMAD system (Bercaw 1989). It is very reliable; it moves large amounts of power; it
accommodates growth; power is available at many locations; and there are many loads on the system.

The terrestrial utility system meets its requirements through a grid of paralleled sources and loads. By paralleling
the sources, the system pools its resources onto a power grid. This power can then be used wherever needed. The
amount of power taken from the grid is not limited by the size of any one generating station, only by the size of the
conductors and switchgear moving the power to the load. The loads can change and grow to the limit of the
conductors and switchgear provided. Also, this system makes a reliable network: if one generator fails, others are on
line continuing to provide power to the grid.

On the lunar surface, paralleling the sources would provide similar benefits. All of the available power can be used
in whatever increments are necessary, limited only by the size of conductors and switchgear to the loads. As long as
the choice of the initial conductor and switchgear size is reasonable, a paralleled philosophy of PMAD design can
provide a flexible backbone for later expansion and growth. Reliability can be ensured by providing alternate paths
for the power through proper system architecture design.

The architecture alternative to a paralleled system is a channelized one. In this case, the power is moved in separate
channels from the sources to individual groups of loads. Channelization provides the benefit that the power ratings
of the protective switchgear are reduced to the maximum power surge available in the channel, not in the entire
system as would be the case in a paralleled architecture. However, there are many disadvantages. Non-critical loads
would need to be hard-wired onto a particular channel and would not have the flexibility of using power available on
a different channel. If the load mix isn't selected correctly, one channel may be operating near capacity all the time
with loads having to wait for power, while another operates at only partial capacity. Even if the load mix is selected
properly, there may still be power wasted through the inability to use "left-over" power on each channel. For
example, channel A may have 300 watts available and channel B may have 300 watts available, but a 500 watt load
would not be able to operate. It is also more difficult to provide efficient load scheduling on several channels than
on one. For these reasons, a channelized system would not allow as efficient use of power as a paralleled one.

A less efficient system will be a heavier system for the same number of loads operating and power used. The
source will need to be bigger, the PMAD components will need to be sized to handle the greater amount of power
being moved, and the thermal control system may be larger. With the high transportation costs to the lunar surface,
every efficiency point is important to reduce system mass.

A paralleled system has some design/technology challenges, however. In the terrestrial case, a new generator
coming on line joins a %tiff" system (many sources spread throughout the grid, some in "spinning reserve" status to
be available for any sudden system load changes, providing essentially constant frequency and voltage) Stability is
not usually an issue. This would not be accomplished as easily on the lunar surface. Various types of sources and
storage devices would need to be connected together, each providing a substantial portion of the total power.
Spinning reserve would be an unaffordable luxury. The interactions between the sources and storage devices would
need to be studied carefully, especially with the system operating under full load. This will require close cooperation
between source and storage experts and PMAD designers to design the control and interconnection functions
properly.

Although the terrestrial utility system is a good starting point, the lunar base power system faces more difficult
challenges. Load scheduling, and fault detection, isolation, recovery and repair must be predominantly performed



locallyandautonomously. The amount of information to send and the transmission time to send it will preclude
operation by a terrestrial operator. To achieve autonomous operation, operating decisions must be made at the
lowest level possible in the computer hierarchy (Nurre et al. 1991). This allows many decisions to be made
simultaneously (parallel processing) instead of sequentially (as would be the case if the decisions were made
centrally). This "distributed intelligence" concept requires smart components such as programmable Remote Power
Controllers (RPCs) and devices with built-in test and health monitoring capability.

Autonomous load scheduling will be required to insure the most efficient use of the available power. Based on
similarities with SSF, the total power requirement of the loads will exceed the capability of the source if all loads are
operated at once. Some loads will be critical and must be operated all the time or whenever needed; others can be
operated intermittently, as power becomes available. All the loads must share resources to maximize the use of the
available power. This can be accomplished through a scheduling program. The scheduling program takes power
being used by the loads throughout the system, determines what additional power is available, then commands
additional loads to come on line based on their priority and required power usage.

Accurate system modeling will be required for the lunarbase power system. The impact of sudden load changes and
new loads on the power system must be known before reliable system operation can be ensured. This can be
accomplished either through hardware, duplicating every part of the power system on a testbed, or through software,
by modeling all system components, or a combination of the two. In the case of the Space Transportation System,
(the Space Shuttle) there exists an exact duplicate of the electrical power system. The duplicate tests the effect of
new loads on the power system. This approach would not be feasible with the lunar base because of the number of
anticipated loads, sources and storage devices, and the anticipated growth and change of the base. Therefore, there
must be an accurate power system model, designed and tested along with hardware development, that can predict the
system effects of load switching, faults, and transients.

There are many more design implications of the required function performances of Table 3 which warrant further
discussion. Some, such as high voltage transmission of power, are being considered (Schwarze 1988 and Gordon
1990). Design approaches for other issues such as operation in the hostile lunar environment, maintenance over the
long life, and insurance of ultimate system reliability, need to be discussed and considered in future studies. Low
mass and life cycle costs must continue to be important parameters in design decisions.

f.ars..eaI.__Ler_

Currently, the Electrical Component and Systems Branch at Lewis Research Center is investigating some of the
issues raised in the preceding discussion. We are investigating autonomous power system operation, including fault
detection, isolation, recovery and repair, and scheduling, using a testbed with a brassboard and software (Ringer et al.
1991). Built-in test capability is being researched and applied in our work with advanced motor controls (Sundberg
1990). We are in the process of setting up a small facility with distributed high frequency power to investigate
different system architecture options and benefits. Differences between a channelized and paralleled architecture will
be studied and quantified. Some preliminary high frequency power system modeling work is being carried out by
P.C. Krause and Associates (Wasynczuk and Krause 1990). Finally, two other areas with lunar base applications are

being researched: development of high temperature (200 ° C) components and devices (Hammoud et al. 1991), and the
complex relationship between system cost and reliability (Suich et al. 1990).

CONCLUSIONS

Power management and distribution design options should be considered as early as possible for a new mission so
necessary technologies can be defined and appropriate research implemented. This is difficult to do, however, because
of the integrating nature of the PMAD subsystem in the overall electrical power system and its dependance on
detailed requirements. This paper addresses some very preliminary lunar base power system requirements and derives
general function performances for the PMAD system. Design options based on a terrestrial utility system were
suggested. Paralleled sources and loads, autonomous scheduling, distributed intelligence and accurate system
modeling were discussed as design solutions that could meet the required function performances.

Research work at Lewis is focused on making some of the lunar base design options feasible. Important areas such
as autonomous control, modeling, architecture selection, high temperature tolerance, and reliability are being
researched. When specific requirements are finally known, our goal is to have the technology base to implement the
necessary PMAD design with the lowest system mass and life-cycle cost.
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